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About This Video

World 1-1 is an independent documentary on the early history of video games. The personalities of the pioneers, the creations
of the engineers, and the challenges, technology and business deals. See the games and hear the stories from the creators

themselves. This is the story of how Atari helped create the games industry years before it should have happened. World 1-1
follows the lucky deals and unfortunate mistakes that almost destroyed the entire industry just as quickly as it was born.

Director: Daryl Rodriguez & Jeanette Garcia
Producer: Jeanette Garcia & Daryl Rodriguez

Writer: Jeanette Garcia & Daryl Rodriguez

Featuring: Howard Scott Warshaw, Nolan Bushnell, Colin Moriarty, Patrick Scott Patterson, David Crane, Al Alcorn, Warren
Robinett, Dona Bailey, and many other pioneers from the earliest days of the video game industry.
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Super fun little game at an amazing price. Yeah it's a wave shooter but it's different then most because of the constant foward
motion. It's pretty addictive trying to get the high score. I would like to see this expanded with maybe a few more ship types and
power ups but it's already very solid. Come and try to beat my high score.

Suggestion: Add some more ways to score points. Maybe some sort of multiplyer. Add on a bunus for beating a wave while
taking no damage.. MK is always interesting and cool to see LIVE action of it.

Here's the order of goodness:-
- The Scorpion & Sub-Zero is good. The kid scenes are quite charming. This one is worth watching.
- Cyrax & Sektor is cool and worth the watch, minimum acting. The CG part is the coolest with a legit Fatality
- It is the animation parts in Kitana and Mileena story that actually made it worthwhile to watch, the acting wasn't that good nor
convincing.
- Johnny Cage is okay, doesn't have depth. No cocky coolness of his comes out.
- Raiden is kinda meh
- Jax, Sonya and Kano is the WORST of the lot (and has the biggest stars). Cheesy acting, average actions sequences, more like
a B-grade film.. I didn't spend a lot of time with it because it's not really my kind of game, but it's got good graphics, the
controls are tight, and I didn't really see a whole lot to complain about.

I just don't really care for this kind of game.

If you're a fan of old-school platformers, it's well worth a shot.. Oik 2 is a significant step up from it's predecessor, something
we haven't seen in the last few Zup! games. It's surprising, and refreshing. All this considering the original only came out last
month.

I loved that Oik 2 focused on designing quality levels overall. At least 30% of these levels will pose a serious thinking challenge
to the player. While there are a few simple levels, especially early on, the later levels will create a small challenge. These
difficult sections offer achievement hunters more ways to exercise their brain to figure out the correct combination to finish a
level, while still being able to finish the game in a short amount of time. I was able to 100% complete this game in just under an
hour, and I believe many other veteran Zup and Oik players will be able to do the same.

I should note that this game is really for a certain demographic, folks who enjoy hunting achievements/completionist games, and
those who are familiar with the Zup! franchise; however, the game is simple enough for any new players, I just suggest you start
with the first Oik or Zup! before you jump into this game, as I felt the difficulty was higher than any previous games.

As someone who has been incredibly critical of Zup!'s sequels in the past, I urge the Oik developer to continue making strides
positively changing the Oik series, adding more blocks and difficulty curves to prevent themselves from being stuck rehashing
the same games two more times.. Got this game in the Humble Bundle Monthly pack. 8/10, good replayability, fun soundtrack,
simple game.

Spent an hour on it just now, extremely fun to kill time with. It's a simpler version of games like Super Meat Boy, obviously
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with less challenge though. You just hop around and avoid / destroy other objects in the square arena.

I'll keep it downloaded for those times between games where I just want to chill, or if I have 20 minutes to kill before doing
something else.

Great arcade sountrack to keep your ears entertained.

I used my logitech gamepad to play, the game didn't seem to present any keyboard/mouse options to me when I first startred it
up. Would have been nice if there was a first-time user experience that asked which you prefer & gave you instructions on how
to play with either set-up... all it said was "better with a game pad" on first launch.. The game kept crashing before playing the
match, waiting for an update. 10/10, nothing else needs to be said.

I'd recommend to anyone,

great nostalgia to classic player too.
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Ok, I have not finished this game as of yet, but thus far I'm quite enjoying it.... mostly. So let us begin with my thoughts thus
far.

Presentation:
Visually this game isn't a powerhouse, its obviously going for that old school 2.5d vibe, but I'm ok with that as that is a visual
style I love. The autumn colors give this game a unique vibe when it comes to first person shooters that feels nice and
refreshing. My main issue visually are the weapon sprites, all of them are extremely high res, and though they fit thematically
and color pallet wise, I'd say its painfully obvious they need their resolution bumped down a few notches. Their overly detailed
more quake like polygonal nature just makes them stick out like a sore thumb. There's a cavern area in the first level that feels
like its very unfinished.
Audio and music here are fantastic, and despite the pixel art having a very modern feel to it the audio and music alone kinda
instill this sense of... no... this is an old game. In terms of the audio and visuals this game reminds me of hexen alot, and for the
most part, this game nails its aethsetic.

Story:
Thus far there has been little to no story, which in my opinion is a good thing. The only real hint of narrative is at the
beginning, where a short text log basically demands you find a sword with which to slaughter demons.... riveting stuff.

Gameplay:
If I had to describe this game... again thus far! I'd say imagine your average horde mode game turned into a sort of old school
fps campaign. Basically you go through expansive levels fighting hordes of monster, picking up new weapons, managing your
health and ammo supplies, and you can only finish the level once you've butchered them all. It's quite simple but quite fun and
satisfying to play, however it is quite challenging. I didn't die that often but even still I went through most of the big more
chaotic fights gritting my teeth and hoping I wouldn't die, you're often overwhelmed with droves of foes, and failure sends you
straight to the beginning of the level.

Probably my greatest frustration is the boss at the beginning of level 2... the fact you're being swarmed by enemies whilst
dealing with a boss that can teleport is bad enough, but not only is he a bit to bullet spongy and takes awhile to beat, but after
you conquer him you have an entire level to play through after that... and if you die... you have to fight him all over again. It's
quite irritating...

Regardless this is quite an enjoyable game thus far, and I can't wait to play more.

Edit:One of my original complaints with this game was the lack of ability to increase my fov, the low fov the original game have
made me feel sick. However a day or two has passed since having posted my original review and already this has been patched
in, and I would like to thank the creator for his response time, and listening to my critique. Thats awesome.. Fun distraction. A
great mix between minesweeper and bejeweled.
Interesting story, Lovely look and a great soundtrack :D

Probably my favorite Puxxler of 2016 thus far!

Bought it after seeing it on Jesse Cox's Fan Friday episode with it :). This is really fun, if you can get a friend you'll have a blast
playing against each other and not care that the servers are pretty empty, it's better with friends anyway right.. Tick Tock Isle is
a cute little point-and-click game that follows Strike Mainspring, a horologist, who's sole task is to fix the large clock in the
house on Tick Tock Isle. The main puzzle in the game revolves around time travel: you must decide when Strike must be - 2009
or 2010 - to find items and deliver them to their proper locations. Truthfully, the game is essentially a 1.5-hour search-and-
deliver exercise (e.g., find a trumpet, deliver trumpet to girl, girl tells you she now wants a cello, repeat, repeat, repeat... with
seven or eight different characters). Although this sounds tedious, the dialogue and writing is entertaining and witty, which
makes this game less of volunteering and closer to work - the gamer is rewarded with humurous one-liners, mini-games, and
jokes. I would recommend the game if you can find it on sale, for a cheap price.

If you are interested, please check out my 3-episode playthough on YouTube here: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwZSo_zRz4Sk4O5-k-4TYjjbLGdxfFEZL. Good game. But it can become boring at
some moments. It's also too much dark gray color in the background. But the game is definitely worth the money that I paid by
buying it at a discount. I've always loved GameHouse's time management games. The story feels the same as the other games,
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but it's still a lot of fun. I didn't find the pets as cute as they ought to be, but taking care of them in different departments made
the game really interesting.. This is easily the weakest of the SF + Lost Hirozon games. Ironically, playing this games demo was
what made me buy them in the first place, as I really enjoyed the point and click puzzle solving.

There are many complaints I have about this game as I felt very dissapointed compared to the first two. They really took away
the good things about the earlier games and tried to drag out this short and unoriginal story the easiest way possible.

The mini-games in this game are tedious and boring. One of these include trying to steer a vehicle that is barely responsive due
to the awkward stop-and-go animation. The vehicle has to navigate an area where a single missclick sends it rushing the wrong
way and sometimes it's hard to tell how to make it go the direction you want to. The area you use the vehicle is very dark and
not always easy to tell where the vehicle can stand.

The second being a random duel where the enemy is drastically overpowered, forcing you to waste time on repairing your own
unit. Nothing you do is anywhere near effective as the enemy. The second problem being that attacking and defending is
completely random. There is no pattern you can follow, you just click some buttons, hope for the best, then waste some minutes
on repairing and going through Nina's whiny dialogue. And what baring on the plot does this duel have? None! It's never
mentioned again and quite frankly, the game could have advanced without it.

The story was a huge mess. What I liked about Nina is that you could relate to her because she's just like anyone else. She
doesn't have superpowers. She is not some overdramatic contribution to the plot. All she did in the other games were trying to
uncover the truth.
In this game, that changes completely. Nina has too much involvement on the plot making her seem like a supernatural creature.
It takes away a lot of her character. A big part of the game doesn't even take place in reality, she ends up in some form of dream-
reality state where, for whatever reason, she can dream about the past and find out facts which helps her in the present day. It's
just very over the top.

The story is also very short. I ended this game at half the time I spent on the two first games. The game also stalls you at several
points in the game. At one point, Nina has to find out where a person goes and the only way she can do so, is using various items
to keep up. If she discovers he got lost, she gets teleported back to the very beginning and you have to run all the way back
before you can continue. You can't bypass this either, even if you are standing at the very location you want to continue, Nina
have to be teleported back to the start after "realizing" she needs to do something else. So you run all the way back there, she
completes one step, realizes she has to do something more and gets teleported all the way back again. And you have to do this
about five times in a row. Why oh why can't you simply start in the room before? She needs to do nothing in the previous rooms
except run through them. So you are just wasting your time by running back there. And if that wasn't frustrating enough, it is
very easy to figure out where to go next. So you spend half a minute in the actual room, but you spend almost five minutes
runing back to work on your progress.

As for the puzzle solving, I thought that the rooms and clues were too confined. You usually have only 2-3 rooms to work with,
as well as only a few items to use. The last part of the game was so easy that I was surprised the game ended so quickly. In the
last 5 rooms of the game, I don't recall using more than 2-3 items per room. This is a huge letdown compared to the first game
where you were controlling two different characters, using many different items throughout a whole building.

Appearently this game has several different endings. And I ended up with the worst possible outcome. The ending also starts
very abruptly. Kind of like watching some generic princess story, where the prince says "I will resque her!" and then the credits
roll, with an announcement that the prince decided to go on a new adventure after rescuing the princess. So the question would
obviously be, what happened when he resqued her? Why didn't he stay with her or the happily ever after stuff?
Obviously a huge chunk of dialogue and plot development goes missing with such a timeskip. I was left scratching my head as to
why things ended the way they did, as that wasn't the implication given just before the credits started rolling. And it literally
bummed me out that I had wasted so much time on this plot only do be given a "Whatever" type of ending.

What can I say that is good about the game? Well... the graphics are still nice. Many well done cutscenes and some of the
scenarios in the game were fun to solve. I'd actually say that the demo showed the better parts of the game, then it goes downhill
after that. The demo had some great puzzle solving and also a lot of tension, which I missed in the game.

This isn't a game I would recommend, unless you find it on sale for very cheap. It's fine to play through once, but I don't look
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forward to doing it anytime soon. The first game is superior in a lot of ways to this.. Just a quickie review.
Bought it on the Summer Sale 2016 for 0,49€.
The graphics are serviceable, not as good as ETS 2, but it's older, so it's to be expected.
There are 3 maps, first about 170-220 miles long in-game. Going from one side to the other at full speed usually took me about
10-15 minutes to drive.
You get 2 random jobs with random modifiers on things like weather, load's weight and the time of day.
The driving is arcade-y and overall it still feels solid enough.
The music's forgettable, but it serves its purpose. The winter atmosphere's quite good. Still haven't had the chance to drive
during night time.
Trucks are not customizable. There's no money. All you do is earn points which level you up. Leveling up seems to serve
literally no purpose. I'm almost lvl 3 and I haven't received anything yet.
You can't look outside of the cabin window, like in ETS 2.
There are some custom events like seeing a toppled truck or a flying helicopter. Nothing much, but spiced the game up.
EDIT: I made it to the Outback. This map is bigger and more detailed. But it also has less branching road. There's basically one
branching path. Also, the trucks have fans in them, which are a good entertainment to look at. Some of the trucks have pieces of
metal fencing in front of the bottom of the front window. I love this Mad Max style truck!
EDIT 2: Well, this playthrough is over for me. I consider this game finished.
I managed to play the last area, the Southern American, Peru-like mountainous area. Definitely the most difficult road, Peru has
nothing interesting going on for it, except for the more unique looking structures, like the junkyard and the beta version of the
quarry that can be seen in Euro Truck Simulator 2.

Overall: You can buy this game for a cheaper price than a packet of crisps. The game's fun enough for at least an hour if you
have something to listen to/watch in the background.
7/10
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